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Theory developments in PDF 
determination 
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PDF fitting ingredients
An extremely quick summary

= ∑
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∫ dx1dx2 fi(x1, μF) fj(x2, μF) ̂σij(x1, x2, μR, μF)
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The importance of Theory Predictions
for PDF fitting and beyond
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The whole fitting machinery is based on the ability to perform the following calculation extremely fast

𝒪 = ∑
ij

∫ dx1dx2 fi(x1, μF) fj(x2, μF) ̂σij(x1, x2, μR, μF)

But obviously, performing this integral ~10k times for the ~5k cross sections necessary for a fit would be impossible.


What can we do?


Since the PDF depends only on the values of x an Q: bin the cross section on the relevant variables

d4 ̂σij

dμFdμRdx1dx2



Fast Kernel Tables (FKTables)
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d2 ̂σij

dx1dx2
The evolution on the  scales is exact (O( )) so the grid needed during the fit can be further simplified:μ α2

s

𝒪 = ∑
ij

∫ dx1dx2 fi(x1, μF) fj(x2, μF) ̂σij(x1, x2, μR, μF) = f α
i fβ

j ̂σij
αβ

x-grid index

flavours

With O(50) points we can get a good representation of most observables, i.e., for each step of the fitting process we just  
need to contract the PDF with a tensor of only  elements. Easy!4500 × 50 × 50 × 14 × 14 ≃ 109

But actually, the convolution of such a big array with the luminosity takes roughly 1 second! 
(and many possibilities for optimization are still available!)



The importance of Theory Predictions
why are we interested in them?
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Current frontier: N3LO


PDF Fits, however, are still struggling with implementing (already existing) NNLO corrections (only through k-factors!) or NLO EW


(but we can start thinking about N3LO DGLAP though!)

plots from a talk by F. Caola 



The future of PDF fitting
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- N3LO evolution


- NNLO predictions


- Mixed QCD-EW corrections


- Missing High Order Uncertainties


- Beyond proton PDFs


- Different theory settings

Most future plans for PDF require the generation of new interpolation grids,


and generating them can take great amounts of time.


Highly desirable: some framework in which I can run the appropriate settings,


let it run in the background and get the necessary interpolation grids maybe


a month later.

Prelim
inary
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Theory pipeline
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New Theory Prediction Pipeline

Produce FastKernel (FK) tables!

  

yadismmg5

pinefarm
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grid
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Fitting Codeexp. data

Instructions

Vrap

The workhorse in the background: PineAPPL
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Defines completely and 
consistently the theory

Prediction generators

Defined by the 
experimental 
measurements, 
the same for all 
theory settings

Generates evolution kernel operators to 
evolve the grids to the fitting scale Q0

Currently nnpdf but should be irrelevant

Runcards for the generators 
in a relatively standard 
format



NNLO Grids from different providers
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mg5_aMC@NLO

APPLgridMATRIX fastNLO VRAP

yadism

EKO
pinefarm

PineAPPL grids

FK-tables

operatorspineko

...

experimental
          data

pinecards
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Pineappl grids
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~$ pineappl convolute NNPDF_DY_14TEV_40_PHENO.pineappl.lz4 NNPDF40_nnlo_as_01180 

bin      Mll        dsig/dMll   scale uncertainty

—+——+——+---------------+--------+--------

  0   40     45    2.6461433e0   -6.84%    5.08%

  1   45     50    2.2719062e0   -7.39%    5.03%

  2   50     55    1.9718294e0   -7.66%    5.18%

  3   55     60    1.8321202e0   -8.01%    5.61%

  4   60     64    1.8130980e0   -8.23%    5.97%

…

import lhapdf 
import pineappl 

# Load a PDF 
pdf = lhapdf.mkPDF("NNPDF40_nnlo_as_01180", 0) 

# Load a pineappl grid or FKTable 
grid = pineappl.grid.Grid.read("NNPDF_DY_14TEV_40_PHENO.pineappl.lz4") 

# Convolute 
result = grid.convolute_with_one(2212, pdf.xfxQ2, pdf.alphasQ2) 

Download example grid from:

 https://data.nnpdf.science/nnpdf40_pheno/NNPDF_DY_14TEV_40_PHENO.pineappl.lz4

~$ pip install pineappl 
~$ cargo install pineappl_cli

https://data.nnpdf.science/nnpdf40_pheno/NNPDF_DY_14TEV_40_PHENO.pineappl.lz4


Try it out!
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https://nnpdf.github.io/pineline

https://nnpdf.github.io/pineline

